
 

This report is comprised of the achievements made during the year gone by and at the same 
time set the path for greater accomplishments in the years to come. 

Team work and cooperation are closely linked, and I think that we, at Adarsh Public School, have 
achieved a lot in the years gone by and this year, it has been the result of tremendous cooperation 
on the part of everyone associated with this school, but very especially my staff, who have strived 
might and main to mould the students into future shining citizens of India.  

The school is grateful to the school management who has been ensuring the rapid acceleration in 
the growth of our school by providing us support to create an enviable campus infrastructure and by 
employing competent manpower, ensuring safety and security of students and staff, adding new 
amenities, developing and strengthening of existing facilities, academic provisions, rain water 
harvesting system, smoothening the school transport, continuous beautification of the campus etc. 
have made us move to the higher rungs of the podium in the coming years. 

Academic Result- Adarsh Public School focuses on the holistic development of every student but at 
the same time we ensure that the academic training takes the centre stage in our system and our 
results do showcase this fact. 

CBSE Board Result 2019:-  
CLASS-XII  

      SCIENCE STREAM TOPPERS 
UPMANYU DHIMAN 96.2%                  PAYAL YADAV-II 95.6% 
PAYAL YADAV-I 95%                              RACHNA KUMARI 92.8% 
AIMAN USMANI 91.2% 
COMMERCE STREAM TOPPERS 
SHIVANI MISHRA 86.8%      SHASHI RANJAN 80%                RAKHI YADAV 78.2% 
HUMANITIES STREAM TOPPERS 
RAMA 88.8%                         RASHMI SRIVASTAV 84%         SAMEEKSHA YADAV 83.4% 
CLASS-X -OVERALL TOPPERS 
SHAILJA YADAV 97.2%                                 ANKIT 97% 
MINHAL HUSAIN ZIADI 96.8%                    HARSHVARDHAN SINGH CHAUHAN 95.2% 
SHWETA YADAV 94.6%                               KUNAL CHAUHAN 94% 
PRIYA CHAUHAN 93.8%                              RISHIKESH RAJBHAR 93.2% 
NIKHIL BHARDWAJ 93%                              KUNAL SHARMA 92.4% 
MOHD. IMDAD KHAN 91.2%                      TANIYA MALIK 91% 
RISHABH SINGH 90.4%                                GAURAV PANDEY 90% 

Achieving academic excellence is at the heart of endeavour of our school. We are working to 
improve and better our academic performance every year, and wish all the very best to our 2020 
batch of students. 

Curricular Activities- To associate the textual knowledge with practical usage, celebration of subject 
based week every month gives an enthusiasm & inquisitiveness to the students towards the subject-
April--Value education Week, May- English Week, July- Maths Week, Aug-Computer Week, Oct –



Hindi Week, Nov-Science Week, Dec- Social Science Week and Jan-G.K Week, in all the classes were 
the interesting ways to exploring extra about these academic subjects. 

Co-curricular Activities- Keeping in mind the holistic development of our students, we have always 
worked towards giving them ample opportunity to inculcate all the life skills needed to be successful 
in today’s world. School ensures that co-curricular activities are organized maintaining the balance 
with academics to ensure creativity, enthusiasm, energy and positive thinking in our students. 
Monthly Assemblies of Classes LKG to III gave a wonderful platform to the students to speak 
confidently, sing loudly and dance swiftly. Their amazing performances stole our hearts. 
Eco Club warriors of Primary classes toiled on the ways to save our Mother Earth, to preserve and 
conserve plants & endangered animals as well as electricity & water, every fortnight. 
Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat Campaign helped the Junior students to know more and more about 
different states of our vibrant country and its rich culture which they will continue be explore in the 
new session as well. 
Albert Einstein said, “The whole of science is nothing else but a refinement of everyday thinking.”  
Our students with the apt guidance of their mentors fared very well at creating projects for Science 
Exhibition. Social Science Exhibition was another opportunity for the students to showcase their 
innovative ideas which was evident in the presentations. 
DEAR (Drop Everything And Read) Activity every Tuesday help the students to enhance their 
language skills and develop reading habits whereas School Assembly every Monday & Friday gives  
chance to share the concern about the important issues & recent developments in the world. 
Celebration of Special Assemblies to celebrate our National Days & festivals continued with full 
vigour. We plan to include more activities in the new session- 

LKG-III Monthly Special Assemblies  
IV-V 1. Spelling Bee 

2. Healthy Food Recipe 
VI-XII 1. Inter House Quiz Competition 

2. Inter House Debate Competition- Hindi & English 
3. M. U. N. 

 
Sports Activities- This academic year more stress was given to the Health & Physical Education 
(HPE) in the school curriculum, zero period of every Saturday was assigned to related activities apart 
from the regular sports periods of the class. Students learned about the different terms & 
techniques of some common sports both indoor & outdoor.  
Fit India activities continued throughout the session.  
School Sports Day saw the usual enthusiasm of the students of all age groups in the regular races 
and novelty races, winners were awarded Certificates of Merit. 
Our school trip to Oh!Max gave opportunity to try out some adventure sports. 
This year we will continue with the practices and will enhance the activities giving stress on-.  

LKG-V Balance, Strength, Flexibility, Coordination & Combination activities using Hoola-Hoops, Balls, 
Cones, Pin Balls, Medicinal Balls etc. 

VI-XII Strength- Flexibility- Coordination Activities, HPE, Yoga, Meditation 
 

Enrichment of Skills - As a part of enrichment program, various workshops & seminars are 
periodically organized throughout the year for staff and students and they are benefited. 

The teachers have constantly been updating their teaching skills by participating in the workshops 
organised in the school premises as well as attending the Capacity Building Programmes of CBSE 



from time to time. Students are also given opportunity to enlighten themselves by interacting with 
the Resource Person from various fields of life. 

Community Outreach Initiatives –School inculcates a sense of social responsibility among students.  
Celebration of events and special assemblies as well as activities related to Plantation Drive, 
Effective Waste Management, Saving Energy,  Cleanliness Drive, Water Conservation Project,  
World Human Rights Day, International Peace Day, Road Safety Campaigns, Health Talks, World 
Heritage Day, Earth Day, Vanmahotsava, World Population Day & so on, help the students to stay 
connected with the society, surroundings, country & the world. They come out with innovative 
ideas, carries the message home, produce skits & street plays. 

Parents interface- The school places a lot of importance in maintaining cordial relationship with 
parents with extra care being provided to attend every individual issue brought for attention. We are 
thankful to our parent community for being very supportive and cordial. 
PARENT TEACHER MEETS -We firmly believe that positive communication between parents and 
teachers goes a long way in improving the efficacy of education. We ensure active participation of 
parents in the teaching learning process. Apart from regular periodic communication between the 
teachers and parents the following PTMs were held at regular intervals during the last session. The 
parents discussed the progress of their wards after meeting their class teachers & the subject 
teachers. 
 
At last I once again thank the supportive management whose continuous support to our ideology of 
education has enabled the school to come this far. Teachers and the entire staff members also 
deserve applause for their tireless efforts in implementing the route map of imparting quality 
education here. I also extend my heartfelt thanks to the parents of our students who have shown 
unflinching faith in us by giving us the profound opportunity to transform their children. 

 I end my report with these famous lines by John Dewey,  
“Arriving at one goal is the starting point to another.” 

Thank you, 

Principal 


